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LEGEND has it that 2,400 years ago, the philosopher
Diogenes of Sinope spent his days wan-

dering the streets of Athens with a lantern looking for an
honest man. Now IT managers do the wandering late into the
night. When there is a problem, they go from one piece of
equipment to the next, endlessly hunting through logs for the
answer to the question, “What’s wrong this time?”

The answer is there, somewhere. Every piece of equipment
has its own carefully recorded story. The problem is locating
it when you need it.

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and Remote
Monitoring (RMON) let administrators gather information from
servers, switches, hubs, and routers. Hard disks come equipped
with Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology
(S.M.A.R.T.). ISPs provide Forward Explicit Congestion
Notices (FECNs) and Backward Explicit Congestion Notices
(BECNs) to inform you when your packets might not be get-
ting through. There are intrusion detection alerts, login failures
and server fan failure alerts.

However, it is not enough for the system to dutifully log that
information in myriad places, or for administrators to receive
random alerts from each piece of equipment. Proactive man-
agement requires tools to aggregate, assemble and manage the
information available from all of these devices. This is partic-
ularly crucial in the area of system security management.

LOSING THE ARMS RACE

Companies spend a huge amount of money on security
software. According to Framingham, MA research firm, IDC,
Internet security software expenditures reached $6 billion in
2001, an 18 percent rise over the previous year. That is less
than half the $14.6 billion figure projected for 2006. These
figures are in addition to the billions spent on hardware and
security personnel.

“Key reasons for continued growth include enterprises
allowing increased access to more data by employees, customers
and partners, and the desire of corporations to have centrally
managed solutions addressing both cost and security con-
cerns,” explains IDC analyst Brian Burke.

These billions, while preventing some losses, still have not
bought companies real security. Carnegie Mellon University’s
CERT Coordination Center (www.cert.org) reports that in the
first half of 2002, the number of reported security incidents
reached 43,136, more than double the 21,756 incidents
reported in all of 2000.

The damage caused by these security breaches can be
extremely expensive. The latest FBI/Computer Security
Institute (www.gocsi.com) annual Computer Crime and
Security Survey, released in April 2002, shows just how
costly it can be. Ninety percent of the 503 public and private
sector computer security practitioners who participated in the
survey reported detecting some sort of security breach
within the previous year, and 80 percent reported financial
losses due to breaches. Two hundred and twenty-three of the
respondents gave a monetary figure for their losses — a total
of $455,848,000 or over $2 million each.

While those figures represent the losses suffered by individual
institutions, the Internet Security Alliance (www.isalliance.org),
an industry group headquartered in Arlington, VA, calculated
the aggregate worldwide losses caused by some of 2001’s
cyber attacks. According to testimony the group’s executive
director, Dave McCurdy, gave to Congress in November
2001, SirCam, Code Red and Love Bug alone had resulted in
over $12.5 billion dollars in damages.

As these figures show, individual hackers pose a significant
problem on their own, but they are not the only threat. The
news regularly reports that al Qaida or Chinese agents are
developing broad scale attacks to cripple the Internet. On top
of that are the internal threats. One-third of the FBI/CSI survey
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respondents reported their internal systems
as a frequent point of attack. As CSI
Director Patrice Rapalus summarizes the
situation, “There is much more illegal and
unauthorized activity going on in cyber-
space than corporations will admit to their
clients, stockholders and business partners
or report to law enforcement. Incidents are
widespread, costly and commonplace.”

THE WEAPONS

It takes constant vigilance to combat these
threats. One method companies are using to
address this is to hire managed security
firms. According to IDC, U.S. organizations
spent $720 million for such services in 2000,
and that figure will more than triple to $2.2
billion by 2005. These services are available
from ISPs, dedicated managed security ven-
dors such as Riptech (www.riptech.com) or
NFR Security (www.nfr.com), as well as
firms such as EDS (www.eds.com) and
TRW (www.trw.com). IDC senior analyst
Allan Carey attributes this strong growth
rate to “resource constraints to capital and
security expertise, as well as the growing
complexity of networks and rogue access
points, which exponentially increase expo-
sure to vulnerabilities and threats.”

Others feel more comfortable managing
their security in-house. Even if they do use
an outside vendor, they still want to be able
to monitor security issues themselves and
ensure that the vendor really is doing its job.
Just as many firms learned they need to
have their own network monitoring soft-
ware to enforce service level agreements
with their ISPs, they also want to be able to
double check how well their security com-
pany is performing.

Therefore, there are several elements
involved in maintaining security.

● Firewalls: Firewalls provide a first wall
of defense against unwanted intruders
and harmful code, and it is unlikely that
a company does not have either a
hardware or software firewall, or both,
in place. Consumers are even getting a
free software firewall when they
purchase Windows XP. While having a
firewall does block many threats, it is
not a complete solution. As the CERT
Coordination Center pointed out earlier
this year in its report “Overview of
Attack Trends,” “technologies are being
developed to bypass typical firewall

configurations” and “some protocols
marketed as being ‘firewall friendly’
are, in reality, designed to bypass
typical firewall configurations.”

● Anti-virus Software: The next action
is to have enterprise virus protection
and immediately install all the
latest definitions on all equipment as
soon as they are released. This includes
laptops and PDAs, which operate
outside the firewall, but then get synced
to the network when users return to
the office.

● Routers: Servers and workstations
are not the only devices to secure.
Inadequately secured routers provide an
alternate place for generating denial of
service attacks, or for scanning and
reconnaissance. Limiting access lists
can protect routers.

● SNMP: Simple Network Management
Protocol is a security weak spot, so it
should only be run when you are
certain that it is safe.

● Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS):
You cannot rely on the firewall to block
all intruders. An Intrusion Detection
System sits inside the firewall and
double checks traffic after it has made
it through the firewall. An example of
an open source IDS which gets top
reviews is Snort, available for download
at www.snort.org. Snort is a lightweight
system capable of performing real-time

traffic analysis and packet logging on
IP networks. It can perform protocol
analysis, content searching/matching,
and can be used to detect a variety of
attacks and probes such as buffer
overflows, Common Gateway Interface
(CGI) attacks, Server Message Block
(SMB) probes, OS fingerprinting
attempts, and much more.

MANAGING THE
SECURITY SYSTEM

Once you have the pieces in place, there
is still the matter of getting the pieces to
work as designed. This involves a number
of actions.

● Updates and Patches: It is important
that all of these devices be up to date
with the latest firmware and patches for
their respective operating systems. This
can be quite a task. Last year, Activis, a
managed security services firm
headquartered in Reading, Great
Britain, determined that a company
with just eight firewalls and nine
servers running common software
would need to update some piece of
software an average of nearly once per
hour, 40 hours per week, to keep
everything current. Enterprise class
anti-virus software automatically
downloads and distributes updates on a

FIGURE 1: SONICWALL FIREWALL SYSLOG 
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scheduled basis, but there is still the
matter of the vulnerabilities within
all the other software in the
organization, including the operating
systems themselves and any utilities
or applications. You must deploy
these system updates and patches as
soon as possible. When Microsoft,
for example, announces a new
patch to correct another problem
found in Internet Explorer, you can be
sure that any hackers who did
not already know about it are now
out there looking for ways to
exploit it before everyone has the
patch installed.

● Notification Systems: The notification
configuration needs to stay current on
all of the devices throughout the
organization. When schedules change
or people rotate from positions,
changes often need to be made on every
piece of equipment so that the new
person responsible gets beeped, not
someone who left the company six
months ago. If you have not received an
alert on a piece of equipment for some
time, it is possible to forget that
system’s notification protocols may
need updating.

TOO MANY LOGS

Once all the devices have been configured
to protect the organization, the equipment
will maintain logs, send alerts and/or send
traps when they witness suspicious events.
Most security implementations and IDS
systems that are properly maintained pro-
vide reasonably good protection. If an
attack or break-in does occur, notifications
are sent to the appropriate individuals. Most
security logs maintain a list that helps deter-
mine where the threat came from. The

problem is that each piece of software or
equipment maintains its own logs, each in
its own format. To assess and address secu-
rity vulnerabilities, you must access and
view each of these logs and try to assemble
the information into an overall view of what
is occurring. For example, how can you
determine how many telnet attempts have
occurred company wide? How often?
Where is the attack coming from? Is the
problem only seen on the routers or on the
firewalls, as well?

Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the
Syslog from a SonicWall Firewall and
Figure 2 shows the Syslog from a Cisco
Router. Each of these figures contains an
entry showing a possible security threat to
investigate. However, even a highly trained
and experienced administrator would have a
difficult time reading through and spotting
the individual problems, much less coordi-
nating the data appearing in different formats
into a sensible picture of the security sta-
tus of a network. Given the dozens or
hundreds of pieces of equipment in an
organization, one can easily see that man-
ually monitoring logs for security threats
is an impossible task.

A way to address this is to have a central
repository where all security devices can
push their respective logs. Administrators
can then view this information in a single
place and run reports to discover trends and
locate common problem sources. Figure 3
shows an example of using such software.
All the log data from the network devices
has been assembled into a single screen
where it can be viewed as a whole and acted
upon. Clicking on any of the items shown
brings up details on that item.

Using a central log repository also
addresses the problem of keeping alerting
systems up to date, since alerting is done
from that central repository, rather than hav-

ing to be separately maintained on each
device. In addition, it allows the aggregation
of events from several devices into a single
alarm. If, for example, an intruder is prob-
ing each of your firewalls in sequence, it
may not reach the alarm threshold on any
single device, but the multiple probes will
trigger an overall alarm.

GETTING THE WHOLE PICTURE

Fortunately, several products address this
situation. Event Reporter from Adiscon,
IPSentry from IPSentry, Eventlog Log
Manager from TNT Software, System
Sentinel from NTP Software, and Logalot
from Somix are some of the main examples.
Let’s take a look at one example of how
these tools operate:
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The Cost of Cyber Attacks

SirCam

• 2.3 million computers affected
• Clean-up: $460 million
• Lost productivity: $757 million

Code Red

• 1 million computers affected
• Clean-up: $1.1 billion
• Lost productivity: $1.5 billion

Love Bug

• 50 variants, 40 million computers
affected

• $8.7 billion for clean-up and lost
productivity

Source: Internet Security Alliance - November 2001

Nov  3 21:59:50.478: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface FastEthernet0/1, changed state to down 

Nov  3 21:59:51.482: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface FastEthernet0/1, changed state to up 

Nov  8 09:50:24.420: %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by vty0 (10.22.3.200) 

Nov  8 09:51:07.729: %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by vty0 (10.22.3.200) 

Nov 13 12:07:40.476: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial2/0, changed state to down 

Nov 13 12:08:30.485: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial2/0, changed state to up 

Nov 13 12:29:00.674: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial2/0, changed state to down 

Nov 13 12:32:10.701: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial2/0, changed state to up 

Nov 16 08:08:09.749: %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by vty0 (10.22.3.196)

FIGURE 2: CISCO ROUTER SYSLOG 
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Earlier this year, New Pig Corporation addressed this situation
by implementing Logalot from Somix Technologies, Inc. New
Pig sells industrial safety and plant maintenance products to
over 170,000 customers worldwide. The company’s three
remote sites are connected by VPN to its Tipton, PA headquar-
ters, which has a 400-node LAN with a mix of NT and Unix
boxes. Lacking a centralized log, the systems administrators
would check the individual logs when there was a problem.
However, the logs were only used reactively, rather than proac-
tively, since it was too much work for them to keep on top of all
the logs.

Depending on the policies set up by the administrator, this
application monitors and alerts on items such as:

● stealth and port scans on the firewall
● users trying to browse the internet without anti-virus protection
● excessive errors on a switch/router
● users visiting unauthorized web sites
● the IP address of a device attacking the firewall
● security violations found in Snort system logs
● login authentication failures on routers, switches and servers

As a result, New Pig was able to assemble all the alerts into a sin-
gle location. Steve Luciano, who is the network administrator, set
up the program so that it could receive the Syslog information from
all the Unix servers as well as the Cisco routers and switches. For
New Pig’s Windows NT servers, he configured the software to go
out and read the Windows Eventlogs. This data is all aggregated
into a single mySQL database, and policies are set for the different
types of alerts received. If they are simply informational, Luciano
deletes the item. Otherwise, he creates a policy for it such as who
to notify and in what manner.

In addition to alerting on immediate problems, the software
provides several reports, which allow a manager to identify and
therefore eliminate the main sources of problems. As shown in
Figure 4, the software can show the types of policies being violated,
as well as where the violations are coming from.

Since this approach monitors all different types of logs and
events, not just ones indicating security breaches, it also can be use-
ful in sorting out other types of system problems. Luciano reports
that within the first six weeks of using the product, his staff was
able to eliminate some issues with broadcasts and resolve a number
of problems with the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) server. As these issues were addressed, the overall number
of alerts declined.

LIGHTENING THE LOAD

Security issues are not to be taken lightly, but neither do they
need to become an all-consuming activity that keeps administrators
from performing the rest of their job functions.

Local implementation of all security features on each piece of
hardware works well in a small environment. However, when
several or hundreds of pieces of hardware are involved, central
collection of security violations is the only way to effectively do
the job.

Staying proactive in the security space is key, and by running
reports one can recognize trends and provide proof should the need
arise to pursue a specific threat and stop a routine perpetrator.  

Michael Patterson is lead developer at Somix Technologies
Incorporated, a Sanford, ME company specializing in the develop-
ment of network and system management tools. Previously, he was
manager of the Network Operations Center at CABLETRON Systems,
Durham, NH.
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FIGURE 4: TOP FIVE POLICIES VIOLATED 

FIGURE 3: GATHERING ALL SYSLOGS TOGETHER ON ONE SCREEN 
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